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QUANTUM ENTANGLEMENT 101

Entanglement: Paired systems with correlated (or anti-correlated) properties

Measure #1, instantly know something about #2

Is quantum mechanics complete or just spooky?
CHOOSING DETECTOR SETTINGS
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Past light cones from random number generators overlap milliseconds before test. Past light cones from quasars don’t overlap since big bang, 13.8 billion years ago.
COSMIC BELL TEST

Let the Universe decide how to set up experiment!

Use quasars as cosmic random number generators
Isabella and Anthony helped Prof. Kaiser and I search the world database of over 1 million quasars for optimal candidate pairs!
COSMIC BELL IN THE NEWS

MIT News

Closing the ‘free will’ loophole
MIT researchers propose using distant quasars to test Bell’s theorem.

Quasar Experiment May Shed Light on Quantum Physics and Free Will

Quantic testing for quantum entanglement

Can the cosmos test quantum entanglement?

Albert Einstein hated the idea he called spooky actions at a distance, but astronomers now are hoping to illuminate some of these tricky quantum puzzles, by Andrew Friedman.

Quasic test for quantum physics’ last major loophole

The Universe Made Me Do It? Testing “Free Will” with Distant Quasars

By Andrew Friedman on Wed, 19 Mar 2014
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Is Quantum Entanglement Real?
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